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President's Report 
Shannon Hengen (Laurentian) 

With Laurentian's term ending by the time this newsletter reaches you, I am looking forward, and 
the vision ahead seems, swprisingly, brighter than I'd predicted, affected no doubt by the lustre of 
Toronto's Congress. Approximately half of our members attended. With the help of a wonderfully 
cooperative and supportive group of U ofT faculty, who helped in various ways--Heather Murray, Jill 
Matus, David Galbraith, Donna Bennett, Russell Brown, Magdalene Redekop, Linda Hutcheon, and Brian 
Corman among them-the four days of ACCUTE sessions flourished. The readings, reception, and plenary 
talks were well attended, and all took place in venues chosen with care by Heather Murray. Thanks to all 
who made those days seem so energizing, through painstakingly argued papers, hard questions, good 
jokes, useful suggestions, and so on. Let us continue to make the annual conference a significant time in 
our academic year. Put 28-31 May 2003, tentative dates of the ACCUTE meetings at Dalhousie, into your 
calendars now. General themes of the 2003 Congress are I. Conflict and Cooperation: Local, National, 
Global; 11. Conflict and Cooperation: Representations of Justice; III. Conflict and Cooperation: Wealth 
and Creativity, 

The annual exchange of ideas remains the primary source of guidance for the ACCUTE 
executive. Putting our heads together with the rest of the executive and the membership over questions of 
recruitment, the journal, our mandate, etc. enables us to be responsive to change. One immediate change 
that presented itself in the Professional Concerns panel entitled ''ACCUTE and the Political" is that we 
publish ACCUTE's mandate in every issue of the newsletter, the complete text of which appears here as it 
was approved at the Brock AGM in 1996 and published in the September 1996 newsletter: 

To promote the interests of those teaching and studying English language and literatures 
in Canadian colleges and universities by facilitating the dissemination and exchange of 
Tesearch and the exploration of professional issues, by organizing scholarly and 
professional meetings, by seeking to improve working conditions, by representing the 
interests of members before provincial and federal decision-making and funding bodies, 
and by supporting the interests and aspirations of members entering the profession. 

Thanks to Professional Concerns for that change. We hope future newsletter editors will consider adopting 
it. 

At this year's AGM we brought to the membership for what 21" Century Robert 's Rules of Order 
calls Unanimous or General Consent (rather than a vote) what had been a resolution adopted at the 
previous day's joiµt executive/English Studies in Canada Board meeting: to delete from further issues of 
ESC the sentence on the copyright page that reads: "ESC welcomes submissions from members of 
ACCUTE and others associated with the Canadian academic and literary community." Because sustained 
debate followed, and a member asked that we not continue to request Unanimous Consent at that point, we 
moved on to other agenda items, leaving this matter for next year's meetings. Similarly, we tabled a 
motion to incrcaseESCs annual subvention until the new executive and editorial group confer on an 
appropriate amount. And so the AGM was, as it has always been, the main forum for decisions on vital 
issues. 
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The AGM was occasion as well for announcement of the move of ESC to the U of Alberta under 
the editorship of Jo-ann Wallace, and for congratulations to Mary Jane Edwards, Amd Bohm, and their 
colleagues at Carleton, who have stabilized the journal's operations and succeeded in winning SSHRC 
grants for it in recent years. Both incoming and outgoing editors and their co-workers deserve many 
thanks from ACCUTE for dedication to the jownal's life, as does the search committee for the new editor, 
Neil Besner, Noreen Golfman, and Keith Wilson. 

A position, advertised in this newsletter, was approved at the AGM for a Career Resources 
Website officer who will manage the website and receive compensation up to $500 for travel to Congress 
annually in recognition of that service. Applications are encouraged, and thanks are due to Manina Jones 
of the U of Western Ontario for years of (uncompensated) work in that role. 

At the annual Campus Representatives' luncheon we discussed recruitment ideas. Janelle 
Jenstad' s appear in this issue. Perusing newsletters dating back to the early 1990s in the past few days, 
I've allowed myself to chart the steady decline in memberships over those years. Our usual methods of 
recruitment need to supplemented. A well timed and well phrased electronic memo to lapsed members 
from our Executive Assistant, Poppi Smith, in May has resulted in many, many renewals in recent weeks. 
That apparently simple gesture, suggested during our annual executive conference call in February, should 
perhaps become yearly. 

The Victorianist associations of Canada have agreed to gather in conjunction with ACCUTE's 
meetings, and the result is that a large selection of the best papers in that field are read at our annual 
conference. The ACCUTE executive will be approaching other period associations to off er a similar 
arrangement, thereby ideally drawing more scholars in older literatures back to our meetings. Discuss this 
option with your own smaller associations, for you have the benefit of convening at a place where special 
conference rates are given for accommodations and meals, other Congress activities of potential interest to 
your members occur, and the possibilities of more reunions with old friends and classmates arise. 

I urge all ofus to take part in ACCUTE's revival in our own departments. Ask your Chair to put 
ACCUTE on the agenda of one of your fall departmental meetings; call for open discussion of the 
association's strengths and weaknesses and convey those to your Campus Representative, Member-at-
large, or other executive members. How else can the ACCUTE executive respond to the views of 
Canadian college and university teachers of English and increase our numbers except through you, the 
faithful? Most important of all, encourage your colleagues to join or rejoin and actively build ACCUTE 
into an association that serves them. Remind them of the quality of the annual meetings and the 
importance of the casual and formal discussions that occur there. Convince them that we can make 
ACCUTE our national voice. 

This year's meetings had two sets of readings and a series of plenary talks that benefitted all in 
less pragmatic but no less significant ways. Toni Morrison's Alexander Lectures treated the topic of the 
foreigner, her first talk drawing on Beowulf as a text that illustrates how the foreigner can become 
monstrous, a composite of all that we believe we are not, and his mother unspeakably so. In the second, 
before which she received an honorary doctorate from the U of T, she interpreted a Gbanaian novel of the 
1950s, written by a Ghanaian but from the point of view of a White European male lost in Africa, whose 
ending shows an African boy king embracing the naked and tenified European adult with the words, "Do 
you know how long l have been waiting for you?" Her third and fmal lecture, held the day after 
ACCUTE's meetings, concluded, I'm told, with her tearful assertion that she herself is not a foreigner but 
a home girl who belongs to the hwnan race. 
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Marjorie Stone's talk displayed the research and corresponding issues concerning the blood lines 
of Robert and Elizabeth Barrett Browning, with some reference to Toni Morrison's views of Whiteness. 
Stone concluded that further study might be redirected away from the topic of mixed blood in the poets and 
towards possible mixed and unacknowledged, but meaningful, influences on their work, such as Frederick 
Douglass's on E. B. Browning's. Seeing new connections between countries, literatures, genders, and 
races in that way might be more useful than attempts of doubtful value and accuracy at racial profiling. 

Alberto Manguel's talk, co-sponsored by the Canadian Comparative Literature Association, was 
entitled "How Pinochio Learned to Read" and argued that learning to read at the highest level is learning to 
read the self, which Pinochio, because of bad teachers, never achieves. Teachers teach conformity when 
we should teach something like personal ethics even if, or especially if, those ethics are non-conformist. 
The slowness and deliberate effort required to teach others to read are attributes that are considered faults 
in a time of quick access to superficial information. The worst advice we can give our students is what the 
Blue Fairy gives Pinochio, Manguel claimed: "Be sensible and good." 

Advice came to us as well when members of the HSSFC executive attended an ACCUTE 
executive session and reported on, among other things, the awarding of Tier 1 and Tier 2 Canada Research 
Chairs in Rounds 3 and 4, according to gender. Seventy-three women, or l 5 .1 %, received them, and 411 
men. Obviously, in view of these figures , it is not enough for academic women to "be sensible and good." 
We all need to make our departments, faculties, and administrations aware of these figures . 

In a literary vein, hearing Dennis Lee and Susan Perly read, or more accurately perform, to a 
select crowd was wholly channing, and the mix of Nino Ricci, Loma Goodison, and Russell Smith at the 
next day's event inspiring. Our U of T coordinators are responsible for those successes. 

The new ACCUTE executive, formed at those meetings, has much to consider. Welcome and 
best wishes to those elected at our AGM--Andrew O'Malley, Ina Ferris, Karen Selesky, and Andrew Lesk-
·and to Donald Goellnicht who as incoming Chair of CACE joins us ex officio. Thanks do not really seem 
adequate to outgoing members without whose counsel and other duties we would have no association at 
all: Manina Jones, Marilyn Orr, Keith Wilson, Anne Bailey, and Sherry Doyle. And a big pat on the back 
of encouragement and thanks to Neil Besner, incoming President. 

As Laurentian English Department Secretary, Kelly Smith, ACCUTE Executive Assistant, Poppi 
Smith, Secretary-Treasurer Marilyn Orr, and I close down the ACCUTE office at LU, we will do so with 
many stories about the trials and triumphs of the past two years. But that I look forward to those days with 
them is some indication of how I've survived in a difficult time for ACCUTE and the Humanities-only 
through stunning loyalty and spirit like theirs. Thanks to them, and to everybody else who's helped 
ACCUTE get by. 

Let's remember not to be too sensible or good. 

As of 1 July 2002, direct ACCUTE email to 
accute@uwinnipeg.ca 
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Secretary-Treasurer's Report 
Marilyn Orr (Laurentian) 

Membership: Our Main Source of Revenue 

Declining membership continues to be a concern and the main cause of falling revenue ( see charts 
below). The Congress itself, with its outstanding panels, wonderful plenaries, and stimulating gatherings of 
various kinds, represents our best hope for reversing the trend. 

Category January 2000 January 2001 February 2002 
Regular 428 400 324 
Retired 37 36 30 
Student 179 158 158 
Underemployed 131 73 82• 
Other* 6 9 
Total 775 673 603 

•Other refers to the National Library of Canada, HSSFC, and other archival institutions that receive our publications free of charge 
as well as five individual members without designation. 

Good News on Membership 

There is good news here, however, in that the number of members as I write this stands at 720. 
While I would not want to go so far as to see this as a major reversal of the downward trend of recent 
years, I do see it as a sign of hope and a reason to thank those of you who have responded to our calls. In 
particular, it is worth thanking Poppi Smith for taking the initiative in the form of a timely e-mail message 
in what seemed a last-ditch effort to encourage lapsed members to renew. During and immediately after 
Congress, we have seen about 85 people sign up, whereas it is nonnally immediately before Congress that 
we see a small surge in member numbers. For me, it is the Congress gathering itself that clarifies and 
celebrates our reasons to belong to ACCUTE. May we long continue to flourish. 

The Executive Assistant Position 

One expense that is lower than it ought by rights to be is the salary for the executive assistant, a 
job that requires far more hours than s/he is paid for and has the added drawback of being short tenn. At 
our executive meetings at Congress, I revived the discussion of the possibility of making the job more 
attractive and the description and salary more realistic by finding a pennanent home for the ACCUTE 
office. We agreed that, while there will always be the need for a living human assistant whose office is just 
down the hall, we need to explore the possibility of finding permanent quarters for the technical elements 
of the position. To that end, we struck a sub-committee, comprised of past president Noreen Golfman, 
incoming president Neil Besner, and me. 
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Statement of Accounts 

Revenue December 31, 2000 December 31, 2001 

Memberships $29,043.72 $20,001.00 

SSHRC (Shared Program) $6,342.86 1$3,816.00 

SSHRC (Travel) $18,390.70 $15,552.27 

HSSFC 
Rebate $2,737.04 1$4,999.54 

Outreach $2,000.00 3$1,000.00 

Advertising $175.00 $250.00 

Other $137.10 

Transfer from Memorial/Balance Forward $19,621.52 $31,198.86 

Total $76',765.37 $76,818.65 

E1pendltures 
ACCUTE Travel 4$3,370.47 
SSHRC (Shared Program) $2,525.90 

SSHRC (Travel) $14,648.86 $14,333.01 
ESC s57,ooo.oo 

Priestly Prize $250.00 $500.00 

Executive 4$2,052.99 4$4,822.94 
Conference Sl,605.00 $3,134.70 
Salary, Benefits $17,529.44 $15,910.35 
Honoraria $1,390.00 $3,664.67 

HSSFC $5,018.00 $4,527.00 

Supplies $1,040.54 $922.72 
Postage $3,804.46 $1,601.74 
Printing $4,455.25 $7,222.08 
Telephone/Facsimile $148.50 $498.08 
Donations $200.00 
Other $60.00 

-
Total $58,459.41 $64,137.29 
Net Balance $18,305.96 Sll,681.36 
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Notes: 
1. The Shared Program grant, which helps pay costs associated with ACCUTE's liaisons with the Allied 

Associations, was a onetime grant (in 1999). 
2. This is our rebate derived from the differential between membership registration and expenses incurred 

on the Conference site. 
3. This is the amount we receive for sponsoring an interdisciplinary event. 
4. We itemized figures slightly differently from the previous administration; their two categories probably 

can be subsumed into our one, "executive." 
5. The subvention for ESC has been $2250.00, but this was not paid in 2000. Moreover, at last year's 

executive meetings, we voted to increase the subvention to $5000.00 for 2001 
($2250.oo+$5000.00=$7250.00). The additional $250.00 represents our half of the Priestley Prize. 

Closing the Books 

At the risk of repeating myself, I must as outgoing Secretary-Treasurer record again my thanks to our 
financial service officers- Joanne Goudreault, Carole Chaput, and Pauline Cayen-for their generous and 
skilled help with money matters, and to our Vice-President, Academic, Dr. Doug Parker, and our Dean, 
Dr. Donald Dennie, for their generous financial, office, and moral support over these two years. My 
deepest and most particular gratitude goes to Melanie Marttila, our assistant in our first year, Poppi Smith, 
our assistant this year, and Kelly Smith, our department secretary and wiofficial manager-magnificent 
women all three. But speaking of magnificent women, it is time to thank Shannon Hengen for a splendid 
job as President of ACCUTE and, in a more personal way, for her constant and energetic support for me in 
my role in this office. 

Indeed, it is the women and men of the ACCUTE executive and membership whom I have gotten to 
know over these two very interesting years that have made my time in this position most memorable. 
Thanks to you all. See you in Halifax. 



ACCUTE and the Professional Skills Graduate Course 
Janelle Day Jenstad (Windsor) 
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Those of us who teach a graduate course on professional skills have a wonderful opportunity to 
introduce our students to ACCUTE and the benefits of membership. In designing such a course for Fall 
2001 and revising it for Fall 2002, I have thought back to my own graduate school experience. One of the 
highlights was the annual ACCUTE conference, where I presented my first conference paper and felt for 
the first rime that I belonged to a national community of scholars. I therefore include in my course an 
assignment that will encourage my students to join ACCUTE and participate in the Congress. 

At the University of Windsor, we require all students coming into our MA program to talce English 
500, "Scholarship and the Profession.'' The course introduces students to research techniques, 
bibliography, professional writing, CVs and resumes, teaching dossiers, pre-doctoral preparation, and 
professions inside and outside the academy. Because the MA is the terminal degree for many of our 
students, my course must meet the needs of aspiring creative writers and non-academic professionals as 
well as those of future doctoral students. Lectures, workshops, and the research assignment are connnon 
to all students, but each has a choice for the three other assignments: either an academic CV or a 
professional resume; an OGS proposal, a Canada Council proposal, or a professional cover letter; and an 
ACCUTE conference proposal or a book review. 

The latter assignment aims to help students build their credentials. I offer the book review as an option 
for CW students, but encourage all students to attempt the conference proposal. A conference paper is the 
first line added to most of our CVs. But early entry into the professional world is not merely a CV booster. 
Students malcing the transition from undergraduate to graduate writing may continue to see their term 
papers as merely a means to a course credit. Presenting at conferences, however, requires students to 
imagine an audience and an afterlife for their intellectual labour. 

I time this assignment so that it is due at the end of October, about two weeks before the November 15 
deadline for ACCUTE proposals. As the ACCUTE Campus Representative, I have already completed my 
faU "membership drive,'' which includes a letter of explanation and invitation to all graduate students. To 
prepare English 500 students to undertalce this assignment, I spend one week discussing conferences and 
proposals. We cover CFPs (bow to find them; bow to interpret them); annual conferences recommended 
by my colleagues in each field (ACCUTE always tops the list); opportunities to chair, propose, and 
organize sessions; and the process of writing and submitting proposals. I hand out (1) a successful 
proposal whose structure, strengths, and weaknesses we can analyze; and (2) the CFP and proposal 
guidelines from the September ACCUTE newsletter. 

Students must band in a proposal, abstract, and cover page as if they were submitting the package to the 
ACCUTE office. I recommend that students generate a proposal from an undergraduate honours essay or 
a masters-level term paper or thesis in progress. I make suggestions for improvements and return the 
proposals to the students within three or four days. Students have enough time to make revisions before 
the November 15 deadline. 

How successful has this assignment been thus far? In 2001, four of eight students chose to write 
proposals for English 500. Of the two I encouraged to submit their proposals to ACCUTE, one elected not 
to pursue the project, and the other submitted to and was accepted by CSRS, an allied association with a 
later deadline. My impression is that most students arc not ready to submit proposals to ACCUfB in the 
autunm of their first semester of graduate school. However, these eight students are now entering the 
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second year of our MA program with a year of graduate experience and at least four research papers 
behind them As Campus Representative, I will again be reminding them of the annual call for papers; the 
encouragement and training they received last year will, I hope, give them the confidence to submit 
proposals this year. Over twenty students will take English 500 in Fall 2002, a number of whom entered 
the MA program in January 2002. I anticipate a number of proposal submissions from this group. 

The early involvement of these students in our professional society is beneficial not just for them but 
also for ACCUTE and its more experienced members. I would be glad to exchange ideas about other ways 
those of us who teach courses like "Scholarship and the Profession" might encourage graduate student 
participation in ACCUTE. 

ACCUTE Needs a 
Career Resources Website Manager 

Qualifications are a facility with Web Management 
and a keen interest in spreading information about 
careers for English graduates. 

The term is two years and renewable, starting 1 
July, 2002. 

Remuneration is a subvention of up to $500 
annually for travel to Congress. 

Please send your name and resume to us at 
ACCUTE as soon as possible: 
accute@uwinnipeg .ea 



Sessional Report 
Anne Bailey (Alberta) 
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The ACCUTE conference has wrapped up for another year, and with it, my term as Sessional 
Representative. At the conference, the Sessional Caucus elected a new representative, Dr. Andrew Lesk, 
who is currently teaching at Cententtial College in Montreal. I'm extremely pleased that Andrew was not 
only willing to take on the job but also very interested in doing s~no doubt his enthusiasm will serve him 
and the rest of us very well. Andrew can be reached at andrew.lesk@umontreal.ca. 

I am also pleased to report that the sessional panel, "Creating a Culture of Respect: What Full· 
time Continuing Faculty Can Do to Help Sessional Faculty in their Struggle for Equity," was a success on 
many fronts. The panel was very well attended by full-time and part-time faculty as well as grad students. 
I could see a number of department chairs in the room, which suggests that our concerns are fast becoming 
the concern of many in our profession as a whole. Linda Hutcheon and Len Findlay both gave energetic 
and inspirational papers, and both demonstrated that there is real concern amongst some. FT faculty about 
the working conditions, both material, intellectual, and social, of their colleagues working "part-time." 

Among the many questions and comments fl\ised during discussion at the panel, two in particular 
caught my attention. One, are full-time teaching-only contracts a desirable alternative to the problem of 
course-by-course part-time contracts? And. two, should chairs refuse last minute "soft funding" for the 
addition of last-minute sections of undergraduate courses, on the grounds that all sessionals should have at 
least six weeks' notice of their teaching assignment? Here are my thoughts on these two important 
questions. 

l) Are full-time teaching-only co.ntracts a desirable alternative to course-by-course contracts? It 
is difficult to answer this question because individual sessionals have differing needs and aspirations. 
However, after giving this question some thought, I think that full-time, continuing employment at a 
reasonable salary with benefits (i.e. starting at at least $35,000/yr.) is generally more desirable than 
insecure, eight-month, course-by-course employment. The answer given during our session, though, was 
that these kind of teaching-only contracts should be avoided, because to institute these kind of contracts 
would be tantamount to instituting a two-tiered hiring system within departments, creating unwanted 
inequity amongst faculty. The problem with this answer (which I've heard before) is that it belies the fact 
that there is ALREADY institutional inequity in our departments, and our refusal to accept that this fact 
has seriously hampered our ability to treat sessionals with fairness and justice. In an ideal world, we 
would all prefer that everyone in our profession have full-time, tenured positions. Many of us would also 
all like to see all teaching done by full-time, tenured faculty who also have adequate time to pursue 
research. Clearly, however, we do not live in an ideal world and are not likely to do so in the near future. 
Given that we do not, then we have to start thinking differently about how labour is organized and valued 
in our profession. If a "teaching-only" contract included the same sort of opportunities for incremental 
salary increases and administrative advancement as more conventional full-time appointments, then there 
would be many good reasons for someone'to opt for this kind of contract. 

If a "teaching-only" contract did not include these opportunities, then it would obviously be much 
less attractive to many people. However, I would still argue that we should not discard the possibility out-
of-hand. Every other profession in our society has a significant body of workers who chose to work "part· 
time" for either part or the entire duration of their careers. These parts time lawyers, nurses, teachers, 
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doctors, engineers, accountants, etc., however, are paid an amount which accurately reflects what they do 
in relation to others working in the profession full-time, and they arc also considered full members of the 
profession even if only working 25 hours/week instead of37 (or 60). Not everyone likes the conditions of 
part-time labour. Those who do not can chose to do otherwise, but those who can and want to accept the 
conditions should be allowed to do so. They should not be deprived of the choice because of some form of 
misguided paternalism-a paternalism which runs rampant in the academy. It's time for full-time, 
continuing faculty to let sessional faculty decide whether or not they'd like to take a continuing, teaching-
only contract. I represent a significant body of workers who would accept these contracts happily; I also 
know many others who would not. The choice, though, must be ours (i.e. sessionals) not yours (i.e. those 
with the power to either create these positions or not)! Right now, sessionals have little choice if we wish 
to stay in the profession. We either accept 8-month contracts which pay, on average $8000/course, or we 
do not teach or research in the university at all. That's the two-tiered insti~tionalized system in place now 
(some ofus have been here for over 20 years). We need to have something better. Perhaps teaching-only 
positions are an answer. 

2) Should chairs refuse last minute "soft'' funding because to do so would mean some sessionals 
would receive last minute teaching assignments? Again, in an ideal world, we would all like to know our 
course assignments with sufficient notice (we'd actually like to know these assignments much sooner than 
six weeks in advance.) However, much as we'd like to stand by this principle, I think more of us would 
prefer to have a living income and so I think the answer to this question is "yes." Given that the average 
annual income of a sessional ranges from S 16,000-24,000/year, the addition of even one full course could 
mean a 30%-50% increase in annual salary. No one should be deprived of such an offer because of 
principle. This does not mean, however, that chairs should stop lobbying their faculties to obtain the "soft" 
funds earlier~r better, to encourage the conversion of more and more "soft'' funding into "hard" funding 
for the future. 

What do you think about these two questions? Why not post your response on the scssional list-
serv? Or, contact Andrew or me with your thoughts? 

Since I promised to provide a report on the ACCUTE survey of part-time staffing in this 
newsletter, no doubt many of you are wondering where the results are. Due to time constraints, I was not 
able to translate my presentation of the results given at the conference into good copy in time for this 
newsletter. Please watch for them in September. If you need or want to know these results before then, 
please feel free to email me at aebailey@ualbe1ta.ca 

That's it for me-I have to get off the soapbox now! Thanks to the ACCUTE executive for all 
the support given to me and to all sessionals during the last two years. And, thanks for the opportunity of 
representing you! Keep in touch. 



Report of the President of the Graduate Student Caucus 
Sherry Doyle (Memorial) 

Report from Co11gress 2002 
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On May 25, the annual meeting oftlte GSC was held at the University of Toronto. I am pleased to report 
that the meeting was lively and well attended. Issues that were discussed included the importance of 
maintaining and making optimal use of the GSC web site, the problems of attracting and retaining graduate 
memberships in ACCUTE, conce:ms about and feelings on the regulation changes regarding academic 
hirings by HRDC, the Jack of standardization in tetmS of funding and programme structure in graduate 
programmes throughout Canada, and the extent to which the GSC should be a distinct and, possibly, more 
political entity. In light of this fruitful and varied discussion, the GSC has decided to establish a listserve 
to better allow graduate students throughout Canada to exchange ideas, experiences, infonnation, and 
concerns about graduate progranunes so that we can all gain a better understanding of where the 
similarities lie and where the disparities exist. This will also allow us to better understand your concerns 
so that we can give the.m voice at the executive level. You will be hearing more about this initiative in 
future newsletters. As well, in an effort to attract more attention to the GSC and to issues of concern 
specific to graduate students, we will be organizing a panel for next year's Congress at Dalhousie. 

The GSC also selected its new representatives. The new graduate student representative on the ACCUTE 
executive and the new GSC president is Karen Selesky, a doctoral candidate at the University of BC. Her 
email address is selesky@interchange.ubc.ca. The new secretary and web page manager is Juliet O'Keefe 
from Simon Fraser University and the new graduate representative on the Committee for Professional 
Concerns is Macy Kate Arnold from the University of Toronto. I am confident that Karen, Juliet, and 
Macy Kate are going to do a fantastic job, and on behalf of all of you, I'd like to thank them for taking on 
these new positions and offer thetn our support and wannest wishes for success in the upcoming year. 

Other Business 
Even with the summer break now in progress, the search for campus graduate representatives continues. If 
you arc interested in being a campus grad rep for ACCUTE, please contact either Karen Selesky at 
selesky@interchange.ubc.ca or myself at f43smd@morgan.ucs.mun.ca and I will forward your inquiries of 
interest. In this regard, l would like to welcome two new incoming graduate representatives: Kevin Magri 
from the University of Waterloo and Lisa Smith from the University of Toronto. I would also like to 
acknowledge the dedication of those grad reps who are now moving on - Sarah Emstey (Dalhousie), Linda 
Morra (Ottawa), and Katherine Verhagen (Toronto) - and wish them every future success. 

Being ACCUTE's graduate representative has been a great learning experience and I would like to thank 
those whose advice and efforts made my job much easier and more enjoyable in the past year: all the 
campus grad reps for their participation in raising and responding to issues of concern; past president Batia 
Stolar for all her insightful guidance; Katherine Verhagen, the outgoing grad rep on the Committee for 
Professional Concerns; and, particularly, a big thank you to Linda Morra, outgoing secretary and web page 
manager for all her hard work these past few months. Finally, I would like to thank the ACCUTE 
executive for their support, especially Shannon Hengen, for her patient replies to all my inquiries and for 
her always sound and invaluable advice - I am truly grateful. Have a great summer! 
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Report of the Canadian Federation for the Humanities and Social 
Sciences/Federation canadienne des sciences humaines Representative 
J\{oreen Golfman (Memorial) 
By all accounts the Toronto Congress was hugely successful. Both publicity and registration for the event were 
at an all-time high. I am sure that executive director Paul Ledwell and his always smiling but overworked staff 
are satisfied that the months of planning yielded such a favourable event. The U of T campus never looked 
more handsome. While the urban sun shone warmly on all those glorious fruit tree blossoms the President's 
receptions were setting new standards in grilled vegetables and Stilton cheese. If we wcren 't tripping over 
another leather wing-backed chair or squinting at a portrait ofNorthrop Frye we were admiring athletic frisbee 
players on the greens and watching Michael Ondaatje watching Toni Morrison. It was that kind of an event. 

lndeed, with so much to do and talk about you could easily ignore the more pressing items on the Federation 
agenda. These include: 
• a $60,000 grant from SSHRC to assess the needs of associations in the Federation and to make 

recommendations for shared administrative costs; 
• a task force on new scholars, those who are entering the profession and to whom attention must be paid. 

A visit to the AGM from a SSHRC officer confirmed what many of us already knew, that the last federal 
budget virtually dismissed SSHRC's request for a necessary $17 million to fund its various research programs. 
Having instead received a little over $9 million, SSHRC President Marc Renaud has openly suggested 
dropping the standard research grants program as unsustainable. Obviously, this action would be a severe blow 
to all of us and our institutions, and we need to resist such a possibility in any way we can. I suspect this topic 
will be one of the hottest in months to come. Of course, the political climate in Ottawa changed as soon as the 
Congress was over (coincidence or ... ?), so we will need to attend to these developments. 

If you did attend the Congress you received a black tote bag with various bookmarks and maps and guides and 
postcards inside. One of these cards was designed to be sent to the Honourable Allan Rock, Minister of 
Industry ( or at least he still possesses that title as I write this). That postcard acknowledges the following facts: 
• 64o/o of students in Canadian universities are enrolled in the Social Sciences and Humanities 
• 54 % of university faculty teach in the Humanities and Social Sciences 
• Only 11 % ofFederal research funding through the Granting Councils supports the Social Sciences and 

Hwnanities 
• Only 5% of graduate students in the Humanities and Social Sciences receive Federal Granting Council 

support in Canada 

The postcard urges the Government of Canada to "address the imbalance in funding for research in the Social 
Sciences and Humanities." If you see one of these postcards in your pile of Congress material please sign it 
and send it along to Ottawa immediately. If you wish to take this action and do not have a postcard please 
check the Federation site where a copy of this card will be posted shortly on the web site http://www.hssfc.ca 
or write the Federation directly (fedcan@hssfc.ca) and one will be mailed to you. 

Finally, for those starting to plan 2003 spring holidays please think easterly, seaward, and lobster-butter 
thoughts. The 2003 Congress will be in Halifax and hosted by Dalhousie. See you on the waterfront 
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The A CCUTE Newsletter Editor received Dr. Grace's permission to print her letter here. 

Dear Colleagues, 

I hope yon will read the following letter and join with me in sending your support to Dr. Renaud and SSRHC. 
In this financial crisis that our Research Council is facing, we all need to support SSRHC's endeavours. 

Regards, 
Sherrill 

June 7, 2002 

Dr. Marc Renaud, President 
SSHRC 
350 Albert Street 
Box 1610 
Ottawa, ON KIP 6G4 

Re: April 2002 Update and Report 

Dear Dr. Renaud: 

It is with profound concern and a sharp sense of urgency that I write to you, as Head of English at UBC, as 
a Humanist, and as a productive SSHRC scholar for many years, to urge Council not, under any circumstances, 
to "cancel upcoming Standard Research Grants competitions." 

While I can fully appreciate that council "does not have the finances to meet essential needs," and that we 
desperately need an increase "by a considerable magnitude" to SSHRCs budget, I must also stress, in the 
strongest possible terms, that a cancellation of any year of SRG competition would represent a critical blow 
to researchers in the Hwnanities and Social Sciences and to the graduate students we suppof! on our grants. 
I believe the blow would be especially damaging to the Hwnanities and Fine and Performing Arts for several 
reasons: 

SSHRC is the only major research funding source for these scholars in Canada; a loss of even one year's 
competition will drastically reduce graduate student support, and statistics illustrate that graduate students in 
Hwnanities are the least well supported members of the total graduate student body and complete their degrees 
with the highest levels of debt; the serious imbalance in CRC distribution means that very few Hwnanists or 
Fine and Performing Arts academics benefit from this portfolio; and without the SRG program, the core 
research activities of these scholars will be abandoned to favour a small percentage of Humanists who can 
make their projects and methodologies conform to Social Science practices and priorities, which dominate the 
strategic and INE programs. 

In your bulletin to our research community you note government pressure on SSHRC "to undertake new joint 
initiatives and/or targeted research," and you ask us, individually and as a group, to recognize "the seriousness 
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of the situation" and to raise our voices. This I am fully prepared to do; this letter to you, copied to others, is 
one such effort. I also completed the Federation postcard at the recent Congress and I have requested more of 
them to distribute to my colleagues. 

However, being asked to "convey, credibly, to members of Parliament on what social sciences and hwnanities 
research contributes to the creation of Canadians' wealth and quality of life" sounds dangerously close to 
validating a bottom-line, reductively utilitarian definition of human culture and well-being. Few Humanists 
or Fine and Performing Arts scholars accept such a notion; many would find it offensive and completely 
wrong-headed. In my view, the most fundamental contribution made by our research constituency to the wealth 
and quality of life is cultural awareness of history, literature, art, music, theatre, languages, cultural diversity 
and so forth; as we study what it has been and is to be human. In an age of intense violence, staggering 
poverty, environmental degradation, and oppression in many forms, the arts are the essentials of our hwnanity, 
nowhere more so than in a democracy. 

Let me speak to you, also, in personal terms. I have just sent Council a copy of my new book, Canada and the 
Idea of North , the research for which was funded by SSHRC. This book was prepared and written in the 
passionate conviction that we must know ourselves and that, as a Humanist, my responsibility is to attempt 
to make my small contribution to that crucial enterprise. This is how I and especially the precious artists 
examined and represented in the book contribute to the wealth and quality of Canadian life. Moreover, what 
I describe personally here is true of all the SSHRC scholars I know and of all the SSHRC applications I have 
seen in my career. 

In closing, let me reiterate that I will continue to raise concerns and voice appeals wherever I can. I will also 
continue to support SSHRC to the utmost However, I am disturbed by your words that Council "will have no 
choice but to cancel" the upcoming SRG competitions; if this means that the Board is prepared to endorse such 
a move, then I ask the Board to reconsider the wisdom of such action and to recognize the irreparable damage 
that any cancellation of SRGs would cause. 

Yours sincerely, 

Sherrill E. Grace, F. R. S. C. 
Professor and Head 
Department of English 
Senior Fellow, Green College 
University of British Columbia 



The Committee for Professional Concerns Report 
Miriam Nichols (Fraser Valley) 
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Our four PC panels at the conference in Toronto this May were well-attended and lively. For those who 
did not make it, our topics again were Academic Dishonesty., The Ethics of Vetting, ACCUTE and the 
Political. and Teaching Writing: Beyond the Critical Essay. Thanks to our panelists and everyone who 
turned out and made these sessions lively. We expect to publish brief versions of some of the PC papers in 
the fall newsletter. 

At our meeting this year, the PC Committee decided to organize another four panels for next year's 
conference at Dalhousie loosely connected to the theme of corporate influence on post-secondary 
education. As yet, the panels do not have titles or detailed descriptions, but some of the issues we hope to 
discuss include the extent to which corporate models of administration have been brought into play in post-
secondary institutions; the effects on faculty workload and student learning of new teaching technologies 
and methods of delivery; and the implications for education of new hybrid institutions such as university 
colleges, which may be more oriented to market needs than are traditional universities and are differently 
funded and governed. Does this latter phenomenon signal the arrival of a two-tiered educational system? 

If you have any responses or suggestions for our panels, please send them to me before the August 15 
deadline for the fall newsletter. We will run full descriptions and calls for papers in the fall. 

News of Members 

In May, 2002, Sandra Djwa received an honorary 
degree, a Doctor of Letters, from Memorial 
University for her work on Pratt. She was also 
recently awarded the Lome Pierce medal from 
The Royal Society. Her latest book is titled, 
Professing English: A Life of Roy Daniells. 
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CACE/ACCUTE HIRING SURVEY 2001-2002 
David McNeil (Dalhousie) 

Background: 
In 1996 many doctoral candidates (& ACCUTE members) became increasingly alarmed by rurnors that 
most tenure-track jobs annually advertised in English in Canada were going to candidates (whether 
Canadian or not) who held PhD degrees from non-Canadian Wliversities. In order to detennine if there 
was any substance to these rumors, ACCUTE conunissioned Professor Heather Murray (Toronto) to 
conduct a systematic survey of hiring in Canada over the previous 10 years (1987-97). The Murray Report 
(A CC UTE Newsletter Summer 1998) established that over the ten-year period under investigation only 
36% of tenure,.track positions bad in fact gone to candidates with non-Canadian PhDs and only 3% of 
those candidates were non-Canadians. As a result of the valuable infonnation produced by the Murray 
Report on this issue and others, ACCUTE and CACE decided to institute an annual survey of hiring in 
English in Canada. The first annual survey (1998-99) was published three years ago (ACCUTE Newsletter 
June 1999). The surveys for 1999-2000 and 2000-2001 are available on theCACE www-site 
http://zeus.uwindsor.ca/cace/issues.html. This is the fourth. 

General Observations: [NB: Last year's figures are included in square brackets.] 

Of the 73 [72] institutions currently registered as members ofCACE, 44 [49] responded to the survey. 29 
(37] of the responding institutions conducted job searches this year for either tenured/tenure~track positions 
or contractually limited-term appointments (CLTAs), or both (see Table I). Although far from complete, 
the survey does continue to allow us to construct some kind of picture of the job market in English in 
Canada. Most of the major universities participate in the survey, but few of the colleges do. This means 
that the job market picture reflects the university sector more than the college sector. 

Compared with the decade studied in the Murray Report ( 1987-97) when there was an average of 31 
tenure-track positions filled per-year, the figures for this past year (May I, 2001 - April 30, 2002) suggest 
that the market is continuing to expand. Over the last four years 192 tenure-track positions have been 
filled (or 48 per year). 47 tenure-track positions were reported filled in 2001-2002. Roughly 10 of 
these are in "non-traditional" areas. 

Gender: Last year seemed to be a bit of an anomaly insofar as 67% of those appointed to tenure-track 
positions were male and 33% female. During the decade 1987-97 the ratio of men to women was 43% to 
57% (34% to 66% in 1998-99 and 40% to 600/o in 1999-2000). This year the ratio of men to women is 
50%/50% for tenure-track appointments and 48%/52% for CLTAs. 

Citizenship: In the Murray Report only 3% of the new appointees (11 of309) were non-Canadians. The 
last two years were 4% (2 of 55) and 5% (3 of 46) respectively. This year sees a Jump to 15% non-
Canadians; only time will tell whether this increase is anomalous or the beginning of a new trend. 

Source of PhD: In the Murrary Report the ratio of Canadian to non-Canadian PhDs for successful 
applicants was 64% to 36%. Last year it was 70% to 30%. This year the ratio slips to 60% Canadian 
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PhDs versus 40% other. 

Visible Minorities: Although information on visible minority status has not always been accurate, there 
seems to have been a dramatic Increase this year to 17% of those appointed to tenure-track positions 
identifying themselves as belonging to a visible minority, and 6% for CLT As appointed. Many 
institutions still do not indicate what proportion of their hiring pool has self-identified as a visible minority, 
but this infonnation seems more complete this year than in the past. 

1. Tenured/Tenure-Track Positions (see Table 2): 

General: 56 [58] positions were advertised; 47 were filled , 5 were not filled and 4 are pending. There 
were at least 2 tenure-track positions advertised by institutions who did not respond to this survey (20th-
Cent., Concordia; Shakespeare, Manitoba). 

Gender: Of the 47 appointees1 23 (50% of reported) were male, 23 (50% of reported) female and 1 
unreported. [46 last year: 31 (67%) male and 15 (33%) female.] · 

Citizenship: Of the 47 appointees, 40 (85% of reported) were Canadian, 3 (6% of reported) American, 2 
(4.5% of reported) British, and 2 (4.5% of reported) other. [46 last year: 43 (94%) Canadian, 2 (4%) 
American, and 1 (2%) other.] 

Doctorates: Of 47 appointees 28 (60%) held doctorates from Canadian universities, 13 (28.5%) from the 
US, 4 (7%) from the UK, and 2 (4.5%) from other countries (Poland and Nigeria). (46 last year: 32 
(70%) Canadian, 12 (26%) US, 2 (4%) UK.] 

Current Professional Status: 13 [7] tenured or tenure-track; 32 [39] new appointees (among whom 5 [9] 
held postdoctoral fellowsmps and 14 [13] CLTAs). 

Visible Minorities: 8 (17%) were identified as members of visible minorities. [ 2 (4%).] 

Applicant Pools: With the elimination of ''Tier 1/2" searches, the issue of who exactly constitutes an 
eligible candidate is confusing (see preamble to Table 2). Nevertheless, the first nwnber in the "Hiring 
Pool" column (T~bles 2 & 3) is supposed to represent the total nwnber of eligible candidates. Opinions 
vary on the optimal size of a hiring pool, but there clearly is a tradeoff between specificity of field and size 
of pool. 

2) Contractually Limited-Tenn Appointments (see Table 3): 

General: 52.2 positions were filled, ofwruch 35.2 [36] were advertised (14 unadvertised renewals). 32.2 
[26] of the advertised positions were filled; 3 [ 1 O] are still pending. 

Gender: Of the 52.2 positions filled, 24.2 (48% of reported) were male, 26 (52% of reported) were female, 
and 2 were not reported. 
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Citizenship: Unavailable. Citizenship for CLTAs not requested on form 

Doctorates: Of 52.2 CLT A appointees, 45.2 ( or 96% of reported) held Canadian doctorates, l held a 
doctorate from the United Kingdom, 1 from the US, and 5 were unreported .. 

Visible Minorities: 3 (1] of 52.2, or 6% of reported. 

3) Full-Time Faculty and Adjunct Complements (see Table 4): Of 42 effective responses, 32 Indicated 
an overall maintenance of complement, 3 expansion, 2 contraction, 2 maintenance (post contraction), 1 
expansion ("post decimation"), l maintenance of tenure-track positions but contraction of non-tenure-track 
positions, and l a contraction of tenure-track positions but maintenance of non-tenure-track positions. The 
number of per-class contracts is very bard to determine since departments reported this differently 
(some counting total classes, some FfE classes, some total individuals). 

Nevertheless the ratio between these three groups is a) tenure-track faculty 890.47, 55% (811, 55%] ; b) 
CLTAs 141.07, 9% (107, 7%) and per-class sessionals 591.5, 36% (444, 38%), which remains very close 
to what was reported last year. This suggests that much of the teaching in our profession continues to be 
done by instructors who are hired on a per-class basis and entitled to few, if any, benefits. 

4) PhD Placement (see Table S): 18 institutions responded to this section, although some responses were 
incomplete. 155 students entered PhD programs; 75 graduated with PhDs, 34 (45% of the numbered who 
graduated) obtained tenure-track positions, and 18 (24% of the nwnber who graduated) CLTAs. Although 
the meaningfulness of the information in this section is questionable, a comparison with last year 
suggests that new PhDs have been less successful in finding full-time academic positions than they 
were last year (63 graduated, 34 (54% of the number who graduated) placed in tenure-track positions, and 
20 (32% of the number who graduated) CLTAs.] Two institutions reported that their graduates had 
received post-doctoral fellowships; if this section of the survey is continued, then a specific question about 
post-doctoral fellowships won should be included. 



TABLE 1: 
RESPONDING INSTITUTIONS (44) 

*=CLTA search ••=Tenuredffenure-Track Search ***=both 

1) Acadia•• 
2) Alberta••• 
3) Augustana 
4) UBC*** 
5) Brock** 
6) Calgary** 
?)Carleton•• 
8) Campion 
9) Dalhousie 
10) Guelph*** 
11) Lakehead 
12) Laurentian 
13) Lethbridge• 
14) McGill*** 
15) McMaster*** 
16) Memorial*** 
17) Montreal 
18) Mount Allison• 
19) Mount Royal College 
20) Mount St. Vincent 
21) UNB (Fred.) 
22) UNB (St. John) 

23) Northern BC 
24) Okanagan*** 
25) Ottawa•• 
26) UPEI 
27) Queen's** 
28) Red Deer 
29) Regina 
30) Ryerson 
31) Simon Fraser*** 
32) Saskatchewan*** 
33) St. Francis Xavier••• 
34) St. Mary's* 
35) St. Thomas*** 
36) Toronto••• 
37) Trent*** 
38) Victoria•• 
39) Waterloo•• 
40) Western•• 
41) Wilfrid Laurier** 
42) Windsor 
43) Winnipeg••• 
44) York*** 
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TABLE 2: 
TENURED!fENURE-TRACK POSITIONS 2000-2001 (56) 

See ACCUTE Newsletter March 2002 ("Graduate Student Report'.' by Sheny Doyle, pp. 6-7; "Professional 
Concerns Committee Report" by Miriam Nichols, pp. 7-8) for infonnation on HRDC (Hwnan Resources 
Development Canada) policy with respect to hiring regulations (i.e., Canadian citizens or permanent 
residents vs. foreign candidates). While the Tier 1/ Tier 2 distinction is eliminated for searches, "Canadian 
citizens and permanent residents who are found qualified are to be offered the position before it can 
be offered to a foreign candidate" (HRDC Deputy Minister, C laire Morris, Oct. 2001). 

*=Open field; university decision (may include special chairs, e.g., CRC) 
**= Cross-appoinbnent 

FIELD CANDIDATE HIRING POOL 
Gend./Citizen./Doctor/ TotaVMale:Fem./Can:Non-

Vis. Min Can. PhD/Vis.Min.:Others 

1) Aboriginal Lit. M/US 1/Neb/yes 9/5:4/3:6/-

2) African M/Nigerian/lbadan/yes 32/20: 12/6:26/ -

3) African M/CAN/UNB/yes 8/6:2/2:6/-

4) Amer./Cul. Studies M/CAN/Queen' s/no 20/15:5/13:7/-

5) American F/CAN/Com.-Tor.- 91/55:36/14:77/--
McG/no 

6) American M/CANNan.-McG- 30/16: 14/21 :9/--
Con/no 

7) American pending 

8) American (Contemporary) not filled 19/9: 10/-/--

9) Amer. (Mod. & Cont.) F/CAN/UoWno 23/15:8/22: 1/--

10) Canadian F /CAN/Queen's/no 34/15:28/40:3/--

11) Canadian F/CAN/UofA/no 58/24:34/-/--

12) Canadian (Contemp.) FICANN ork/no 51/19:32/46:5/-

I If applicable to aboriginal (position first offered to Can. aboriginal). 
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FIELD CANDIDATE IJTRING POOL 
Gend./Citizen./Doctor/ Total/Male:Fem./Can:Non-

Vis. Min Can. PhDNis.Min.:Others 

13) Caribbean F /Brit/Oxford/yes 31//10:21/8:23/--

14) Contemp. Lit (prose) M/Brit./NYU/no 120/60:60/50:70/-

15) Creative Writing M/CAN/Cal.-UBC/no 16/8:8/8:8/-

16) Cultural Studies not filled 

17) Discourse F/CAN/UWO/no 13/3:10/7:6/-

18) Drama M/CAN/UBC/no 11/9:2/9:2/no 

19) 18th-Cent/Burney (CRC) M/CAN/Lond./no 2/1:1/1:1/-

20) Fihn/Cultural Theory pending 

21) Hist. Lang. F/CAN/UoWyes 9/7:2/9:0/--

22) Lit & Environ. MICANN ork/no 16/9:7/14:2/-

23) Lit. & Lang. M/CAN/Queen' s/no 12/6:6/8:4/--

24) Lit. pre-15002 not filled 

25) Language F/CAN/Warsaw/no 13/6:7/6:7/--

26) Medieval M/NVfor./no 

27) Medieval (post-conquest) F/CANffor./no 15/8:7 /l 0:5/-

28) Mod. Brit. M/CAN/McG/no l 7 /11 :6/17:--/--
-

29) Mod. Brit. F/CANffor/no 17/13:4/17:0/--

30) Mod. Brit. & Theory M/CAN/Queen' s/no 44/23:21/-/--

31) Mod. & Cont. Drama F/CANffor./no 7 /5:2/6: 1/--

2 Offer to Canadillll rejected. 
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FIELD CANDIDATE HIRING POOL 
Gend./Citizen./Doctor/ TotaVMale:Fem./Can:Nou-

Vis. Min Can. PhDNis.Min.:Others 

32) l 9th-Cent. Brit F/CAN/West./no 62/28:34/-/--

33) l 9th-Cent. Brit. F /CAN/Queen's/no 42/17:25/32: I 0/--

34) 19111-Cent. M/CAN/Com./no 

35) 19111-Cent. & Child. F /CAN/Indiana/no 68: 16:52/39:27 /6:62 

36) 19th·Cent. Romantics F/US/Stan.-Queen's/no 78/31 :47 /31 :47 /--

37) The Novel F /CAN/Oxford/no 21/1 1: 10/10: 11/--

38) Open (CRC)* pending 

39) Open (CRC)* pending 

40) Open (National)* M/CAN/Stan.-McG./no 11n:4/4:7/--

41) Post-Col. F/CANffor/no 30/13:17/- / •. 

42) Post-Col./World/20th-Cent. F/CAN/UofA/yes 68/35:33/64:4/5:63 

43) Queer/Gend. M/US3/Cor./no 59/29:30/13:46/--

44)Ren. M/CAN!for./ 32/21: 11/32:0/1 :31 

45) Ren. F /CAN/Binn/no 

46) Ren./Woman Studies•• F /CAN/Y ale-McG/no 17 /4: 13/10:7 /--

47) Rhetoric not filled. 

48) Romantics M/CAN/Y ork/no 36/19: 17/15:21/--

49) Romantics M/CANrr or/no 35/17: 18/18: 17-

3 Offer to Canadian rejected. 
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FJELD CANDIDATE HIRING POOL 
,• 

Gcnd./Citizen./Doctor/ Total/M'ale:fem./Can:Non-
Vis. Min Can. PhDNis.Min.:Others 

50) Shakespeare (Tomlinson) M/CAN!for./no 12/10:2/5:7/--

51) Theory M/CANSUNY /no 

52) Twentieth-Cent. Drama not filled 

53) Woman's Lit FICANN ork/no 

54) World Lit. F /CAN/SFU/yes 50/?:?/?:?/- [with #50 & 
51) 

55) World Lit. & Can MICANN ork/yes 50/?:?/?:?/-- [with #50 & 
51 ) 

56) World Lit. & Amer. ? /CAN/Col.loo 50/?:?/?:?/- [with #50 & 
51) 
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TABLE 3: 
CONTRACTUALLY LIMITED-TERM POSITIONS 2000-2001 

• internal search 

FIELD CANDIDATE lllRING POOL 
GendJDegree/\'11. Min. Total/Male:FemJCan:Noo-Can. 

PbD/Vls.Mlo.:Othera 

1) General [with #2-11) 5xM, 6xF cont./unadvert. 

2) General 9xUofA, 1 UofCal., 1 cont./unadvert. 
ABD. 

3) General cont./unadvert. 

4) General cont./unadvert. 

5) General cont./unadvert. 

6) General cont./unadvert. 

7) General cont./unadvert. 

8) General cont./unadvert. 

9) General cont./unadvert. 

10) General cont./unadvert. 

11) General cont./unadvert. 

12) Early Modem [with #12, 13, 14] 2xM, [with #12, 13, 14] 20/3:3/--/-
2xF/ . 

13) Asian 2xMcGill, 1 UofA, 1 UBC /2:2/-/--

14) General /3:4--/--

15) CRC-Related /2:2/-/-

16) Unspecified [with #17, 18) 2xM, lxF cont./unadvert. 

17) Unspecified [see #16] cont./unadvert. 
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FIELD CANDIDA'l'E IDRINGPOOL 
Gend.1DegreeJVl1. Min. Total/Male:FemJCan:Non-Can. 

PhDNls.MJn.:Othen 

18) Unspecified [see #16] cont./unadvert. 

19) [with #20, 21, 22] l.2xM, [with #20-22]9•/4:5/6:3/0:9 
Med.ieval/Ren./Scottish 2xF 

20) 19th-Cent. Brit. UWO, Cambridge, Uoff, [see #19] 
uwo 

21) American [see #19] 

22) Film (20% Engl. [see #19] 
Dept.) 

23) Child. & Can. F /Queen's/no 8/3:5/8:0/1 :7 

24) Modernism FNorkl- 47 /22:25/41 :6/[ with #20] 

25) Contemporary F/McG./-- [see #24] 

26) Early Modem [with# 27, 28] 2xM, lxF, 7/4:3n:O/l:6 
lxVM/UoIT/ 

27) American (& /McM./ 9/6:317:2/2:7 
Canadian) 

28) Cultural Studies /Uoff/ 3/3:0/3:0/0:3 

29) General [with #30-34] 3xM, 3xF, [with #30-34) 15est/?:?/?:?/-
lxVM 

30) General 3xMem, l Uoff, l McG, 1 [see #29] 
Dai 

31) General [see #29] 

• 32) General [see #29] 

33) General [see #29] 
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-
FIELD CANDIDATE HIRING POOL 

GendJDegree/Vll. Min. Total/Male~fi'emJCao:Non-Can. 
PbD/VJs.Mln.:Othen 

34) General [see #29] 

35) Unspecified F/UofT/no 14/6:8/14:0/--

36) Unspecified (2yr) F/McG/no [with# ] 32/15: 17 /32:0 

37) Unspecified (9 moo.) M/UoWno [see #36] 

38) Unspecified (9 moo.) M/UofCalgary/no [see #36] 

39) Unspecified (9 mon.) M/McM./no [see #36] 

40) Unspecified cont./unadvert. 

41) Unspecified cont./unadvert. 

42) Busi. & Tech. pending 
Writing 

43) Lit. & Comp. pending 

44) Lang. & Medieval M/Queen' s/no 9/3:6/3:6/3:6 

45) Creative Writing F/UNB expected Fall 7/3:4/4:2 [l unqualified] 
2002/no 

46) General M/UBC/no 17/8:9/16:1/--

47) Ren. Mffor/no 8/4:4/-/--

48) General [with #49] lxM, lxF/ [ with #50J83/38:45n2: 111--
UofT, Columbia/no 

49) General [see #49] [see #49] 

50) Unspecified pending 60n :23/46: t 4/--

51) Postcol. F /Queen's/yes 18/3: 15/17: 1/5: 13 

52) Canadian [with #54-56) lxM, 3xF I cont./unadvert. 

53) Shakespeare/Drama UofSask, UofT, UofM, cont./unadvert. 
UofA 
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,. 

FIEI..D CANDIDATE HIRINCPOOL 
GeodJDegree/Vls. Min. 'fotal/Male:FemJCan:Non~Can. 

PhDNis.Mln.:Others 

54) Popular cont./unadvert 

55) Women & Lit. cont./unadvert. 

56) Can. Post 1960 M/York/no 30/17: 13/30:0/1 

J 
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TABLE 4: 
FACULTY COMPLEMENTS (44 DEPARTMENTS) 

The number of per-class contracts is a rough estimate. The number represents all tenn classes ( count 1 for 
every 4-month, e.g., Sept. - Dec., class) that are taught for the calendar year. One instructor will typically 
teach a number of these every year. 

Tenured/ CL1'A Per Class Overall 
Tenure-track 

17 1.5 Unspecified Maintenance 

54.4 (4 vacant) ·11 17 Maintenance 

4.5 0 1 Maintenance 

53 30 (FTE) ? IT-Contract./Other-Maintenance 

11 0 3 (6 half-credit) Maintenance 

38 5 l O (per term) Maintenance 

25 3 3 Maintenance 

19 0 19.5 Main. (post contraction) 

15.8 3.2 30 Maintenance 

10 ( 1 seconded) 0 13 IT-Main./Other-Contraction 

10 0 6 Maintenance 

28.5 2 18 Expand. (post "decimation") 

24 3 10 Maintenance 

30 10 25 Contraction 

8 l n/a Maintenance 

19 4 20 Expand. 

9 0 14 Maintenance 

6 0 3 Maintenance 

7 2 ? Maintenance 
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Tenured/ CLTA Per Class Overall ' 

Tenure-track 

23 2? 1 Maintenance 

25 1 35 Maintenance 

11 13 13 Maintenance 

26 (+4 penn. 0 10 Maintenance 
adjuncts) 

7 2 ? Maintenance 

18 8 2 Maintenance 

13 1 10 Maintenance 

14 0 3 Maintenance 

8 2 10 Maintenance 

29 - 12 - 18 Contraction 

25 7 20 Maintenance 

72 10 30 Main. (postcontraction) 

16.3 2 6+ Expansion 

unspecified unspecified 20 unspecified 

21 (includes 2 29 Maintenance 
vacant) 

37 1 38 Maintenance 

11 0 11 Expansion 

14 0 25 unnspecified 

36.17 3.17 11 (full class Maintenance 
equiv.) 

15.8 3.2 30 Maintenance 

9 3 4-6 Maintenance 
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Tenured/ CLTA Per Class Overall 
Tenure-track 

' 

20 0 20-23 Maintenance 

17 4 3-7 Maintenance 

25 3 3 Maintenance 

10 0 12 Maintenance 



Eo~ering: 
graduating 

19:? 

10:8 

6:1 

3:5 

4:o• 

8:11 

7:3 

2:2 

7:4 

7:12 

15:0 

3:2 

Table S: 
PhD GRANTING INSTITUTIONS 

PhDs NEW PLACEMENTS 2001-2002 

Tenure-Track Post-Doctoral CL'fA 

' 
NIA NIA NIA 

0 1 Coquitlam; 2 
UBC; 1 Fraser 
Valley; 1 Grant 

MacEwen 

0 NIA 0 

0 2 0 

NIA NIA NIA 

2 Memorial; 1 NIA 1 McGill 
North Alabama 

1 Brock; 1 Eastern NIA 1 McMaster; 1 
Mich.; 1 Queen's; 1 Santa 

Malaspina Fe; 1 UNBC; 1 
Lesley 

1 St. Joseph's NIA 2(?) 

1 UBC; 1 Texas 1 1 SMU 
Tech. 

1 Nevada; 1 UVic; NIA 1 Regina; 1 
1 Nippissing; 1 Lethbridge; 1 

SFU; 1 Brock; 1 Dawson Coll. 
Okanagan; 1 UBC 

NIA NIA l SFX 

0 NIA NI/A 

4 New program. 
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Session a lip 
er class 

NIA 

NIA 

3 

4 

NIA 

I 

10 (mainly 
repeated 

contracts) 

substantial 

6 

l 

l 
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Entering:graduatlng Tenure-Track Post-Doctoral CLTA Sesslonal 
per class 

23:10 2 UofSask; 1 NIA NIA NIA 
UofO; 1 Trent; 1 
Concor.; 1 North 

Mich. 

4:2 0 NIA 0 NIA 

4:2 1 Colorado; 1 NIA NIA NIA 
Oregon 

12:5 1 UNB; 1 UBC; 1 NIA NIA 3 
Water.; 1 WLU 

14:5 1 SFU; 1 Williams NIA 1 York; 1? substantial 
Coll. ; 1 UBC; I 
Carleton; 1 York 

7:3 1 UdeQ NIA NIA NIA 

Totals: 151:75 34 20 

ACCUTE thanks David McNeil for his work on this survey. 



Literary Studies and the Metropolis Project: Bridging the Gaps 

01 ersions of these papers were presented at the ACCUTE conference in May 2002.) 

Marjorie Stone (Dalhousie) 
The web icon for the Metropolis Project (www.canada.metropolis.net) is, aptly, a bridge. What 
is the Metropolis Project? I wondered, when I first heard of it little more than a year ago 
through my work as an Assistant Dean, Research. That question soon led to others. Why are 
humanities researchers in literary, cultural. and language studies not more involved in this major 
SSHRC-funded national/international initiative, and what can we do to change that? How can 
the manifest gaps between the Metropolis Project and researchers in these fields be bridged? 

These questions led to some networking and lobbying by Learned Society Presidents; a joint 
letter to SSHRC President Marc Renaud; the Toronto Congress panel on "Literary Studies and 
the Metropolis Project"; and the papers published below, presented by the Congress panelists. 
Panelists included some leading scholars in the areas of multiculturalism, ethnicities, Canadian 
studies and post-colonial studies (Diana Brydon, Winfried Siemerling, and Christi Verduyn), · 
and Austin Cooke of the Department of Canadian Heritage. 

Contrary to the expectations set up by its title, the Metropolis Project is not principally about 
urban studies. The Project responds to the pressing need for research and policy formation 
related to globalization, population migrations across borders, immigration, and the factors 
associated with these, including economic restructuring, communications networks, ethnic and 
political conflict, human security issues, social integration and social services, education, health, 
youth, and issues of cultural, social and religious heritage and diversity. The Metropolis Project 
was initiated in 1994 as a joint initiative of SSHRC and the Department of Citizenship and 
Immigration. A consorti\UD of federal partners also supported the first round of the project, 
including Canadian Heritage, Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, Human Resources 
Development Canada, Correctional Service of Canada, Statistics Canada, Health Canada, and 
Status of Women Canada. More recently, Justice Canada has joined the consortium. 

Many of the subjects explored at annual national and international Metropolis Conferences and 
more specialized colloquia and policy seminars are ones that literary studies and, more broadly, 
the humanities, have a great deal of expertise in. They include identity, cultural diversity, race 
and ethnicity, alterity, diaspora, cultural and social production and cultural heritage. But with 
the exception of some work in history, media studies, and linguistic integration, humanities 
scholars are largely unrepresented in the project to date. In fact, literary studies is almost 



completely absent, judging by conference programs and lists of researchers affiliated with the 
various centres. This despite the fact that literary studies in Canada over the past decades has 
played a very active part in the cultural, social and political transformations wrought by a host 
of new literary authors writing out of immigrantperspectives - Rohinton Mistry, Michael 
Ondaatje, Dionne Brand, Hiromi Goto, Wayson Choy, to name just a few. 

Why does the current gulf between literary studies and the Metropolis Project matter? It matters 
for several reasons. First, the Project has much to gain from an enhanced literary studies and 
humanities presence, as the papers below indicate. Second, researchers in literary studies have 
much to gain from greater participation in a Project like this, given the opportunities for 
partnerships and engaged research that it opens up. The Metropolis Project has developed 
effective structures for building bridges among academic researchers, government policy 
officers at the federal, provincial and municipal levels, and many non-governmental partners 
(for ex.ample, multicultural associations, immigrant service associations, and heritage societies). 
All of its activities, in fact, involve these three sectors. 

Third, it matters because of the funding devoted to the Metropolis Project by SSHRC and by the 
consortium of federal Departments involved, as well as the additional funding opportunities it 
creates. To date, the Metropolis Project has established four national university-based Centres 
of Excellence (Montreal, Toronto, the Prairies and Vancouver). Planning for a fifth centre in 
Atlantic Canada is now well advanced. The project is also rapidly developing international 
linkages, with more than 20 countries now involved. Each Canadian Metropolis Centre brings 
in more than $2 million in federal funding over 5 years. The project's synergy effects are 
estimated to attract 2 to 3 times this amount in additional funding. It also has had and continues 
to have close connections to other strategic initiatives by SSHRC, including themes chosen for 
the Strategic Grants program ( one of the strategic areas identified for the new Strategic Themes 
program is "Culture, Citiunship and Identity"). 

In a letter to SSHRC President Marc Renaud on February 411!, 2002, on the occasion of the 
project review preparatory for a second five-year cycle of the Metropolis Project (recently 
approved), we laid out some of the reasons why enhanced participation by hwnanities 
researchers in the Metropolis Project would enrich both researchers and the Project. This is 
especially true in the case of literary studies, given its virtual absence to date. I drafted this 
letter in consultation with Shannon Hengen, ACCUTE President; Julie Rak, Association of 
Canadian and Quebec Literatures President; Wendy Robbins, President of the Canadian 
Association of Commonwealth Literatures and Languages; Christi Verduyn, Association of 
Canadian Studies President; and Diana Brydon, in-coming Director of the Aids to Scholarly 
Publication Program. All were co-signatories. 



The Congress panel was well attended, with more than thirty participants. We agreed that we 
would continue to network about the most effective means of increasing the participation of 
literary studies research in the Metropolis Project. I would like to thank the panelists for their 
very stimulating contnbutions to the discussion we had at the Toronto panel, and the Learned 
Societies presidents who helped to plan the session and who incorporated it in their 
associations' conference programs. 

If you would like to be part of the email group engaging in continued discw,sion of the nexus 
between literary studies and the Metropolis Project, please let me know at dbrydon@uwo.ca. 

Diana Brydon (Western) 
My asswnptions in entering this discussion are as follows: Metropolis is a major initiative with 
serious policy implications for Canadians and for our work as academics in literary studies. 
English as a discipline needs to be part of this multidisciplinary, multi-constituency effort, 
which involves the academy, government and non-governmental organizations in collaborative 
discussion. Canadians working in English studies need to be involved, both for our own sakes 
and for the ultimate success of the Metropolis initiative. Yet I remain ambivalent about how best 
to address this project should we decide to put it on the ACCUTE agenda. Although some 
English professors are already involved, it is unclear how much room for productive critique or 
literary interpretations (foundational strengths of our discipline) exists within the design of the 
project. Multidisciplinarity, rather than interdisciplinarity, seems to drive the agenda; the focus 
is on practicalities; and the methodology owes more to the social sciences than it does to the 
humanities. 

Why should this be a matter of concem for ACCUTE? At the most basic level, Metropolis 
enjoys SSHRC funding, arguably at the expense of other initiatives in our discipline. But 
Metropolis also espouses goals that were traditionally performed by an education in English and 
Canadian literatures. Unlike the Major Collaborative Research Initiatives, with which increasing 
numbers of us are productively and happily involved, Metropolis is not generated from within 
our own research community but from within the federal government. As a result, Metropolis 
articulates its project through a methodology ill-suited to the kinds of questions that we ask and 
the kinds of answers that we seek. I am in favour of interdisciplinary, coUaborative research, 
and initiatives that seek to bridge the pure research/policy initiative divide. I am here in part to 
encourage that research and to testify to the enonnous benefits that I see coming from both the 
process and the product ofMCRI work now beginning and now coming to fruition: the Orlando 
project, the History of the Book, the World Cities project, Globalization and Autonomy, the 
project with which I am closely involved. These testify to work we are doing within the 
humanities that contributes to the mandate of Metropolis but that are not yet reaching it. 



My way in to this discussion comes via an article written by John Biles, who is part of the 
Metropolis Project Team at Citizenship and Immigration Canada. This article (in Canadian 
Issues/Themes Canadiens, February 2002), called "Everyone's a Critic," counters critics of 
multiculturalism to argue instead that "what multiculturalism assures is that all Canadians will 
have a say in the rules by which they choose to collectively live" (38): a goal I'm sure we all 
share. But how do we get there? I cannot share his confidence that multiculturalism currently 
assures this laudable goal nor his faith in statistics and measurements as the means to attain it. 
The research and connnentary that he surveys arc almost exclusively from the social sciences. 
(The one exception is Neil Bisoondath.) And the solutions that he proposes tend to be statistical 
in nature, focused on measurable data rather than qualitative analysis of the kind that we 
perform in the humanities. His title sets up the double bind for humanists who wish to engage in 
these discussions but find themselves shut out in advance ... Everyone's a Critic" implies that 
dissent from such faith in the measuring powers of the state is part of the problem rather than 
part of a negotiated solution to achieve the shared goal of an equitable society. 

The next part ofmy presentation provided some examples from Biles's essay to illustrate a mode 
of argumentation and a reliance on statistical measures that I suspected would create unease 
among my audience at ACCUTE. Biles sets a research agenda in which there would seem to be 
little space for the kind ofresearch conducted within English studies: "future analysis of the 
Canadian Election Study data set and the Ethnic Diversity Survey will yield more infonnation" 
(36). "Longitudinal research frameworks, which can form the spine of the endeavours in this 
field, must be developed and implemented .... The inclusion of ethnicity in survey design for 
government-wide data gathering instruments and on public opinion polling would both meet the 
requirements of the Act and provide knowledge to guide public discourse" (38). 

I do not question the need for such research, its value, or the good intentions of those who 
promote it, but I do question the implied belief that such research alone, without the perspective 
of the kind of analytical critique that our discipline can offer, will be sufficient. Biles 's response 
to the kind of question that an English teacher might pose is instructive here. At the 5th national 
Metropolis conference, Haroon Siddiqui asked: "How do we value a grandmother?" Biles raises 
the question and answers it: "Census questions on unpaid work could certainly be brought to 
bear on this interesting question" (37). His answer provides one way into the issues raised by this 
question but it is by no means the only way. Coincidentally, I have just finished teaching a 
cluster of Caribbean grandmother stories to my students. The complexity of those stories and the 
knotty problems they raise are erased in Biles's answer. It is tempting to conclude that we are 
back to Charles Dickens' Hard Times and competing definitions of the horse. 
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Bu~ that is n~t the concl~ion th~t I wish .to draw here. ~e issues are too important to sacrifice 
their resolution to any kind of bmary logic. Instead, I wish to suggest that we need to seek shared 
grounds for negotiating a future for our cities that includes the enriching perspectives afforded by 
literature and by literary critique in dialogue with the modes of inquiry elaborated by Biles. We 
must be prepared to compromise and to rethink our own pieties if we are to ask others to do the 
same. As the MLA has long recognized, collecting data on our work is essential for us to 
"identify trends, evaluate the quality of our efforts, and plan for the future" (MLA newsletter 
Summer 2002, p.5). We need to ask what kind of information we in the humanities need to better 
conduct our work, what questions we need to ask, and how best we might present our larger case, 
to Metropolis, and to the public. As Phyllis Franklin argues, "having information is better than 
not having it, if our goal is to encourage vital scholarship and effective academic programs"(5). 
We need to be part of this process and prepared to contribute toward shaping its future. Perhaps 
we could begin planning now for a more concerted intervention to help plan the promised 
opening of the Atlantic center next year and to continue the dialogues that have already begun, 
through the good works of others on this panel and in our field Perhaps we could seek to share 
information across the MCRI projects in which we and our colleagues are already involved in 
interdisciplinary research across the humanities and social sciences, and to share the research 
emerging from these initiatives with the Metropolis teams. 

Christi Verduyn (Wilfred Laurier) 
Literary studies warrant a more prominent part in the Metropolis project. Literature and literary 
criticism have a great deal to contribute to the project's investigation into cultural diversity, 
population migration, and innnigrant integration in cities within Canada and beyond. The 
Metropolis themes of racial, ethnic and cultural identity, diaspora issues, immigrant labour and 
urban life are themes and concerns that have been central to literary production and analysis --
Canadian and other--for well over two decades, and long before Metropolis was created in 1994. 

In 1990, in his aptly entitled article, "Establishing the Two-Way Street: Literary Criticism and 
Ethnic Studies," Enoch Padolsky noted that in the then burgeoning field of ethnic studies, literary 
criticism had traditionally played only a secondaxy role. Research in the area tended to lean 
heavily on work done in other disciplines, Padolsky observed (22). In an age of "blurred genres" 
and new theoretical developments, he challenged, literary criticism could - we might say should -
be better integrated into the field. Literature and literary analysis offer extremely useful 
interdisciplinary contnbutions from a theoretical, methodological and experiential perspective. 

A key word is interdisciplinarity. The study of literature lends itself to interdisciplinarity, 
beckoning to such disciplines as psychology, history, socio-linguistics, and so on in the analyses 



of texts and contexts. This is not to suggest that interdisciplinarity is not a strength of the social 
sciences as well. It is to assert that literature in particular is both open to and a source for 
interdisciplinary study - the kind that Metropolis aspires to. Could literature not be more integral 
to the Metropolis project? 

Literature was not overlooked in other large projects similar in subject to Metropolis. In their 
hefty 1994 overview of the research landscape of ethnicity and culture in Canada, editors J. W. 
Berry and J.A Laponce included chapters on both Canadian literature in English and literature in 
Quebec. These chapters appear along with others such as: Demography of Canadian Population 
by Ethnic Group; Politique quebecoise face au 'pluralisme culture!' et pistes de recherche; 
Immigration Policy and Multiculturalism; The Charter, Human Rights, and Multiculturalism in 
Connnon-Law Canada; Ethnic Assimilation and the Retention of Ethnic Cultures, etc. In short, 
literature did fmd its way into Beny and Laponce's study, published the year that Metropolis was 
established. Thus the value of literature within social science research is not in question so much 
as why it has not had a larger role in the Metropolis project to date. 

Social science generally bas acknowledged literature for its perceived "experiential value." 
"Minority" writers are of particular interest in this view, Padolsly notes, "because of the 
experiential knowledge which they can presumably convey to the reader by means of their texts" 
(28). For example, John Marlyn 's novel Under the Ribs of Death helps capture "the social and 
psychological dilemmas of second generation Hungarian-Canadians, Joy Kogawa's Obasan 
comments upon Canadian social problems in such areas as racism or acculturation" (Padolsky 
28). Contemporary literary theory itself has problematized the "experiential value" of literature. 
The author has been declared dead (Barthes), as Padolsky points out, though some literary critics 
remain prepared to grant the writer a degree of agency. This is of particular interest within the 
Metropolis context when the writers belong to "minority" cultural groups. Such authors can be 
important sources of our understanding of the dynamics of ethnicity itself, Padolsky argues: 

The reason lies partly in the fact that they are ... publicly institutionalized and socially 
constructed and that this indeed is something they, as individual agents, are only too 
conscious of .... In this sense, ethnic minority writers are more than individual agents for 
they are also the antennae and the lightning rods of the ethnic groups to which they 
"belong" and of our society in general. And this is not because they are special beings, 
poetic visionaries ( or other elitist terms of reference) but rather merely because they are 
positioned as authors and as such their agency participates inevitably within the larger 
cultural framework. (29) 
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Literary analyses of acculturation issues in novels like Obas an can draw out "not just how and i 
why certain attitudes are held but also how complex and interrelated the whole issue is" 
(Padolsky 33). In studying the literary text, 

we find out not only bow it feels to be faced with particular acculturation choices, but 
what it is like to be in a minority situation where the acculturation options presented in 
social science models have to be experienced. The result is that, in studying 
acculturation in Obasan, we become much more conscious of the importance of 
perspective of all kinds - critical, methodological, theoretical - and of course, given the 
political nature of the textual subject, social as well. This increases our own self-
awareness as readers and critics, and heightens consciousness of our own acculturation 
attitudes. (Padolsky 33) 

Thus, we should - Metropolis could - consider our literary citizens - writers, critics, and readers -
in the discussion of contemporary bwnan issues - urban and otherwise. Many have a great deal 
of value to say. In her 1992 collection of essays and writings on racism and culture, Frontiers, 
poet and critic Nourbese Philip observed that "Education, employment, housing and police 
relations have always, and for good reason, garnered most attention - political, academic, 
investigative, and personal" (12). This is ironic, Philip commented, given that culture has been as 
much the target of discriminatory commentary as have individuals. In "Writing Beyond Race: 
The Politics of Otherness," Chelva Kanaganayakam reminded readers that "the notion of 
discrimination in literature is not far-fetched or exaggerated" (1994): "Writing is no less 
important as an area of concern than employment, education or immigration," Kanaganayakam 
explained, and "literary studies in Canada has been in many ways a colonialist discourse that has 
denied, suppressed or ignored the literature and experience of the non-white population" (9). As 
the 1994 Writing Thru Race Conference so clearly showed, literature is not free from 
considerations of race. Thus, when discussing Canada's cultures and cities - when discussing 
Metropolis - it is appropriate that literature and literary analysis be considered as well. 

Literature can illuminate subjective experience not always accounted for in policy making. 
Socio-political theory helps us understand the material conditions people face in diaspora, but the 
analysis of literary expression can provide insights not available to sociological, ethnographic 
and other disciplinary accounts. Metropolis is an excellent project; literary studies has excellence 
to offer it. 
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Winfried Siemerling (Sherbrooke) 

Foreign-born population in 1996: Montreal 18%; Vancouver 37%; Toronto 
42% (Annual Report on the Operation of the Canadian Multiculturalism Act 
1999-2000) 

"Linguistic and cultural heritage is crucial to both individual and collective identity for 
immigrant groups, both recent immigrants, and the descendants of immigrants. Along with 
economic success, this contributes to a sense of well-being and belonging in Canadian society." 
("Proposal for an Atlantic Metropolis Domain") 

1. At this point in the Metropolis project, as Marjorie Stone remarked in an e-mail leading 
to this session, "literature scholars seem to be particularly absent." In addition, concerns 
about language seem to be equally absent, a considerable weakness in a project of these 
proportions concerned with migrancy and immigration. The problem is partially 
addressed by the addition of priority 11 in the renewal process leading to phase II. Still, 
crucial manifestations of migrant realities through literature and other art forms, in 
French and in English, not to mention in languages other than French or English, remain 
conspicuously absent from the list of proposed research issues. A look at current 
projects suggests that cultural diversity is often seen not as an abundance of articulate 
social practices and subjects, but as a group of silent objects to be studied quantitatively. 
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Quantitative information is of course vital and needed. But I would suggest that many of i 
the objectives of Metropolis-"to improve policies of managing migration and diversity 
in major cities,, (Metropolis Canada Website), "to promote evidence-based decision-
making" (Metropolis International Website), and "strengthened migration policy by 
means of applied academic research" (Metropolis International)-could be better 
achieved by also listening to what members of minority and migrant communities have 
to say. The minority or migrant subject does speak--and write! And does so not just in 
response to questionnaires but also in cultural practices such as literature or film, and in 
languages other than French and English. The historian Robert Harney once began a 
study of ethnicity and neigbborhoods in Toronto by quoting Italo Calvino's Invisible 
Cities: "Beware of saying to them that sometimes different cities follow one another on 
the same site with the same name, born and dying without knowing one another, 
without conununication among themselves" (Robert Harney, ed., Gathering Place 1-2). 
Referring to Clifford Geertz's notion of thinking as a profoundly public activity that 
takes place in markets, squares, and courtyards, Harney shows that these forms of 
public life still survive inside ethnic groups; the city as a whole, however, has not 
functioned as a communicative space-as that "Gathering Place" which the city's Native 
name refers to. Would Metropolis be in danger of replicating the fate of the metropolis? 

3. I would suggest that these invisible cities-or those that are visible but not translated and 
communicated, not beard across languages--should be "visible" not only to researchers. 
and policy makers and beyond numbers and statistical trends, but also to each other. 
Their words and images should circulate in the general channels of cultural conveyance, 
including pedagogy in the university. And such cross-cultural translation-a policy goal 
in itself-should be studied in detail and facilitated carefully by monitoring and analysis 
to direct further policy necessities. The thesis here is that the process of negative 
othering is much more difficult if cultural mediation impedes ignorance. The "host 
culture" is better off with knowledge produced by cultural mediation that counters 
negative attitudes and discrimination. It is also useful for "non-mainstream'' cultures to 
have increased access to experiences and cultural expressions of other "non-
mainstream" cultures--if only to learn that situations are shared, and that culture as a 
whole is perhaps less monolithic and thus more open to interaction and participation 
than it may appear from any particular, isolated perspective. 

4. With Citizenship and Immigration Canada and Canadian Heritage and the 
Multiculturalism Program as major stakeholders in Metropolis, it is important to see how 
Metropolis research squares with certain sections of the Multiculturalism Act and the 
Renewed Program Mandate after the 1995-97 review. In particular with recourse to 
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~ literary studies and other fields within the humanities, Metropolis could be instrumental 
in advancing those objectives of the Multiculturalism Act that alleviate its often critiqued 
segregating tendencies. Critics have repeatedly cautioned against its potential for 
reinforcing essentialist identities. However, section 3 (1) g states clearly that it is the 
policy of the Government of Canada to "promote the understanding and creativity that 
arise from interaction between individuals and communities of different origins" and 
section 5 ( 1) c suggests that the minister responsible for multiculturalism may 
"encourage and promote exchanges and cooperation among the diverse communities of 
Canada" ( emphasis added). The Renewed Program Mandate states as objective not only 
to (1) "Assist in the development of strategies that facilitate the full and active 
participation of ethnic, racial, religious and cultural communities in Canada," but also to 
(5) "Increase public awareness, understanding and informed public dialogue about 
multiculturalism, racism and cultural diversity in Canada." These important policy 
objectives require growth in the production, and also in the translation, distnbution, and 
in particular in the reception of literary and other texts and of films produced by migrant 
and minority writers in as many contexts as possible. These general policy objectives 
require increased research in this area that can give them more precise focus, add to our 
knowledge, and identify problems and necessary policy changes. Although Metropolis 
seems predestined for such tasks, the project bas so far not identified issues, goals, or 
research challenges in this respect. 

5. Literary studies are among the prime venues for both the monitoring of such processes 
and the practice of cultural mediation itself. Glimpses of what could and should be done 
here are provided, for .instance, by monitoring processes in aspects of the canon debates, 
in PbD theses that collect data on courses taught in English departments, in projects on 
reader response or the sociology of literature, in bibliographies such as the SSHR.C 
Bibliography of Studies in Comparative Canadian Literature at Sberbrooke, which will 
begin to include multicultural comparisons and translation (http://www.compcanlit.ca), 
and in published colloquia, essays and monographs on migrant writing, ethnicity, or 
postcolonialism It is here, to give but one example, that one could follow and analyze 
the impact of the anthologies of minority writers often made possible by government 
funding since the 1970s, and suggest further directions. How much of this work is read 
and circulated? Is it visible and available? Is the critical and explanatory material within 
reach that helps this work to find its audience? Where is the follow-up that protects these 
government investments? How many texts by individual authors, beyond the few that 
manage to crack bestseller lists and the literary award system, actually find their 
addressees-both among ingroups and outgroups? And do outgroups include not only the 
so-called mainstream culture but also other minority cultures? What is necess1UY to 
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kickstart the cultural mediation that is called for by the Multiculturalism Act and its ~ 
Renewed Program Mandate, and that is basic to equalized cultural recognition, civic 
participation, and the undennining of facile prejudice? 

Literary studies offer prime locations for transforming invisible cities and not only 
because of their policy-guiding monitoring capabilities. Many migrant writers produce 
their first texts in university writing programs; it is here that some of their texts are 
translated (two early novels of one of Canada's major writers today, Ying Chen, are 
available in English only as MA theses [Sherbrooke )); it is here that a readership can 
dev.elop for texts that are not immediately successful through more commercial channels 
of the literary institution; it is here that many schools and university teachers and other 
multiplicators acquire the interests and knowledge they will hand down; and finally, like 
schools in general, they are often culturally more integrated than many of the other 
milieus in which people live their lives. If one wants to move from one-way assimilation 
to two-way integration and believes in education, here is an excellent place to start 

6. Many disciplines in the hwnanities are of primordial importance to the objectives of 
Metropolis as a whole. Oral history projects in many different languages, for example, 
should be a required presence in Metropolis. [n the area of literary studies, national 
literature departments including French and English come inunediately to mind; many of 
the projects on migrant writing, alterity, race, ethnicity and postcoloniality are carried out 
here. Comparative literature and similar programs offer an ideal scope beyond the focus 
on one language in many national literature departments. To begin with, the cultures of 
Canada as a nation state do not fall into any field defined by a single language. Migrant 
writing in particular comes in many languages (as for instance in the trilingualism of 
many Italian-Quebecois writers), or often uses code switching as an important device (as 
for instance in Regine Robin's La Quebecoite). The same is true fornon-migrant 
Canadian writers such as Tomson Highway (who uses English, Cree, Ojibway) or others 
who simply switch between French and English. In addition, translation studies and 
literary translation itself are often carried out in the context of comparative literature 
programs. And finally, because of the interdisciplinary mandate of comparative 
literature, cultural difference is also often studied here in media such as film, music, the 
visual arts, or cyberspace. Like these fields, postcolonial studies, whether carried out in 
national language departments, comparative literature, or elsewhere, is highly relevant 
for Metropolis objectives because it deals by definition with cultural difference and 
uneven power relationships. 
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~ If the Metropolis project is able to set up an appropriate consultation process, literary 
studies and other fields in the humanities will produce crucially needed results like those 
one expects of the recently added priority 1 t on language acquisition and retention. Such 
a consultation process would articulate research needs in the humanities with respect to 
the policy focus of the Metropolis project, and identify resources and stimulate socially 
engaged humanities research with a defined target. This way we can turn invisible cities 
into a metro-poly-glossis, and increase the participation of voices in the democratic po/is; 
at the same time, the visibility and impact of Metropolis would grow. 

Austin Cooke (Canadian Heritage) 
The changes in Canada's literature in the past 25 years reflect the changes in our 

country's demography. As our hundreds of thousands of postwar immigrants came to establish 
themselves by the 1960s, they were then joined by a new wave of Commonwealth and third-
world immigrants, awakening us again to issues of discrimination and integration. They and their 
children entered with great vigour into our country's life, and our literary culture was an area 
where their impact soon became clear. 

ln Canada, Multiculturalism is the result of a complex play of influences and events, 
from the reality of the country's diversity, to its recognition in the report of the Bilingualism and 
Biculturalism Commission, to the 1971 declaration of the Policy by then-Prime Minister Pierre 
Trudeau, to the 1989 Multiculturalism Act. Over this twenty-year period, approximately 1600 
grants to writers, publishers and writers' groups helped implement the policy in this important 
area of Canadian life. 

I conducted a brief review of the Department's work in the field of Canadian Literature 
and Diversity by discussing the achievements of the Writing and Publication Program, which was 
intended to a) encourage the writing and publication of writers using non-official languages and 
those who use official languages to convey a specific cultural experience, and b) encourage the 
Canadian literary establishment and readers in general to view this literature as an aspect of 
Canadian literature. I asked delegates to note that, fifteen years ago, this was far from being a 
given. 

After a few years of an ad hoe funding approach, Dr. Judy Young, who received 
responsibility for directing the cultural portfolio in Multiculturalism, established a peer-review 
process. Over 1600 grants and contributions followed over the next fifteen years, in one of 
Multiculturalism's most effective (if not the most effective) activities. 

Among the Governor-General award winners funded by the Program were Fulvio 
Caccia', Josef ~kvorecky; others were nominees for that prize, such as Sky Lee. 2 Other prizewin-
ners such as Moyez Vissanji3, Dionne Brand and George Elliott Clarke received help at the 
earliest stages of their careers, when minority writers were far outside the mainstream. Other 
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projects .addressed emerging issues or communities, such as North African francophone Jews·4 

Grants helped communities address internal issues { such as the history, contribution and 
agenda of women in Canadian society, the Council of Muslim Women of Canada's work on 
Muslim women pioneers, and the Chinese Canadian National Council's Jin Guo Voices of 
Chinese Canadian Women) or internaJ dissension in communities' pasts, which are sometimes 
suppressed by selective memory,S or the articulation of the issue of orientation6, which can be 
novel for some communities. 

Often these writers dealt with cutting-edge issues years ahead of scholars and analysts 
and many years ahead of officials. As an example, consider questions of identity rising from 
mixed-origin minority youth, which first became articulated in works such as Makeda Silvera's 
Miscenegation Blues. It took three years for the first scholarly works to appear on this topic in the 
Canadian setting, and a further two before it became a research priority in the Multiculturalism 
Program. 

Other works funded by Multiculturalism had an impact on Canadians, such as Hazelle 
Palmer's But Where Are you Really From?., 7 a collection of essays and poems by young visible 
minority women growing up in isolated areas, which articulated the long-ignored experiences of 
the substantial numbers of young people growing up without a network of supportive peers from 
their own communities. 

Some books, such as the prizewinning Electrical Fields by Kerri Sakamoto' and Hiromi 
Goto' s Chorus of Mushrooms' helped us understand the continuing impact of injustice, and of the 
changing nature of identity within families and communities. More recently, the talents of 
outstanding young writers such as Larissa Lai and Nalo Hopkinson were supported. 

As well, some of the first critical examinations of minority literature were produced with 
Multiculturalism assistance, 10 some of which were indeed negative in their assessment of the 
policy itself and of the impact of cultural funding. 11 

The Multiculturalism Policy was intended to be a social change policy, advancing the 
interests of us all through supporting targeted efforts at achieving greater equality. An extraordi-
nary example of the power of social change which can be effected by literatw;e was Joy Kogawa's 
Obasan and Ken Adachi's community history,11 which, coupled with the gently overwhelming 
advocacy of Art Miki and other members of the National Association of Japanese Canadians, 
turned around an entire country's understanding of itself and its history. For analysts of social 
trends, there is a great deal of value in reading this literature. First, because writers, particularly 
younger authors and poets, often address the cutting-edge of issues before we begin to notice 
'them in the quantitative analysis produced by surveys and the Census. Second, because creative 
works often help us illustrate the hwnan realities behind the nwnbers. As an example, we need 
both the face of a widowed Italian Canadian immigrant and the statistics of older Italian-born 
immigrants, widowed, without significant official language knowledge. Each illuminates the 
other, and rovides us with tools to work with these Canadians to address their issues. 
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From time to time, critical literatureu can be of great assistance in bringing these 
discussions to the fore in policy circles, as well as in the classroom 

The potential benefits to Canadians of such an approach to supporting literary creativity 
are not yet exhausted. Currently the literary grants program is in abeyance but its work and 
achievements are worthy of note. 

1. Aknos: Poesie, Montreal: Editions Guernica, 1994, ISBN 2-89135-033-2, 194 pp. 

2. Disappearing Moon Cafe, Sky Lee, Vancouver: Douglas & Mcintyre, 1990, ISBN 
0-88894-683-X, 237 pp. 

3. No New Land, Moyez Vissanji, Toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1991, ISBN 0-7710-8716-0, 
208pp. 

4. Juifs Marocains a Montreal: Temoignages d'une immigration moderne, Marie 
Berdugo-Cohen, Yolande Cohen, Joseph Uvy, Montreal: VLB Editeur, 1987, ISBN 
2-89005-274-5, 210 pp. 

5. Fascism and the Italians of Montreal, An Oral History: 1922-1945, Filippo Salvatore, 
English-language translation of Le Fascisme et les ltaliens a Montreal (Une histoire orale: 
1922-1945), Toronto: Guemica, 1998. ISBN 1-55071-058-3, 224 pp. As well, Patriots and 
Proletarians: Politicizing Hungarian Immigrants in Jnterwar Canada, Montreal & Kingston: 
McGill-Queen's University Press, 1994, ISBN 0-7735-1174-1, 320 pp. 

6. Out on Main Street, Shani Mootoo, Vancouver: Press Gang, 1993, ISBN 0-88974-052-6, 122 
pp. 

7 . ... but where are you really from?: Stories of Identity and Assimilation in Canada, Hazelle 
Palmer (ed), Toronto: Sister Vision Press, 1998, ISBN 1-896705-20-0, 132 pp. 

8. The Electrical Field, Kerri Sakamoto, Toronto: Alfred Knopf, 1998, ISBN 0-676-97126-1, 305 
pp. 

9. Chorus of Mushrooms, Hiromi Goto, Edmonton: NeWest, 1996, ISBN 0-920897-53-3, 
awarded the 1996 Canada/ Japan Prize. 

10. Canadian Literature: Bast Asian-Canadian Connections, N° 140, Spring 1994, ISSN 0008-



11. The Icelandic Voice in Canadian Letters: The Contribution of Icelandic Canadian Writers to 
Canadian Literature, Daisy Neijmann, Ottawa: Carleton University Press, 1997, ISBN 0-88629-
317-0, 436 pp. 

12. The Enemy That Never Was: A History of the Japanese Canadians, Ken Adachi, Toronto: 
McClelland & Stewart, 1976, ISBN 0-7710-0723-X, 456 pp., 1991 (2nd ed.) ISBN 0-7710-0722-1, 
490pp. 

13. A possible example of this is Joseph Pivato's Echo: Essays on Other Literatures, Toronto: 
Guemica, 1994, ISBN 1-55071-004-4 
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Member-Organized Sessions for the 2003 ACCUTE 
Conference, Dalhousie University 

Members who would like to propose member-organized sessions for the 2003 conference at theDalhousie 
University are reminded that announcements for such sessions must appear in the September Newsletter. 
Announcements must therefore be sent to the ACCUTE office (accute@uwinnipeg.ca) by August 15, 
2002. 

Organizers should ask that three copies of papers and proposals, accompanied by three copies of a 100-
word abstract and a 50-word bio-biographical note, be sent to them by November 15, 2002. An email or 
disc copy of the proposal or paper should also be submitted. 

Proposals should be 300-500 words in length, and should clearly indicate the originality or scholarly 
significance of the proposed paper, the line of argument, the principal texts the paper will speak to, and the 
relation of the paper to existing scholarship on the topic. A works cited should also be included. 

Completed papers should fulfill these criteria, and should be no longer than 12-13 double.spaced pages. 
Session organizers should forward all submissions received, including electronic versions, along with a list 
of their selections and an explanation of their choices, to the ACCUTE office no later than December 7, 
2002. 

Please note: Members organizing sessions are not permitted to submit to their own sessions since 
the member acts as the first reader for the session submissions. 

All member-organized sessions are then read by an independent assessor and the ACCUTE President. 
After the vetting process is complete, it is the duty of the organizers of the sessions to notify those who 
responded to the calls if their papers have been accepted or not. 
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Benefits of Membership 

As an ACCUTE member, you gain: 

o a political voice in a nationally recognized society (the largest 
humanities association in Canada) 
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o membership in the Humanities and Social Sciences Federation of Canada 
(HSSFC), which funds our scholarly journals and lobbies on our behalf 
to SSHRC and Ottawa 

o access to the annual conference 
o eligibility for travel assistance to present at the conference 
o a subscription to the quarterly ACCUTE Newsletter, which features 

articles about current issues, scholarly and professional concerns, 
exchanges of opinion, key announcements, calls for papers, and news of 
members 

o a subscription to the quarterly journal English Studies in Canada 
o access to ACCUTE's website resources, which include a listing of 

academic employment opportunities in Canada 
o access to ACCUTE's on-line discussion group, a forum that encourages 

discussions on a variety of issues relevant to college and university 
English instruction and research 

o a copy of the ACCUTE membership Directory 
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